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5 Abstract—Modeling user preference from his historical sequences is one of the core problems of sequential recommendation. Existing

6 methods in this field are widely distributed from conventional methods to deep learning methods. However, most of them only model

7 users’ interests within their own sequences and ignore the dynamic collaborative signals among different user sequences, making it

8 insufficient to explore users’ preferences. We take inspiration from dynamic graph neural networks to cope with this challenge,

9 modeling the user sequence and dynamic collaborative signals into one framework. We propose a new method named Dynamic Graph

10 Neural Network for Sequential Recommendation (DGSR), which connects different user sequences through a dynamic graph

11 structure, exploring the interactive behavior of users and items with time and order information. Furthermore, we design a Dynamic

12 Graph Recommendation Network to extract user’s preferences from the dynamic graph. Consequently, the next-item prediction task in

13 sequential recommendation is converted into a link prediction between the user node and the item node in a dynamic graph. Extensive

14 experiments on four public benchmarks show that DGSR outperforms several state-of-the-art methods. Further studies demonstrate

15 the rationality and effectiveness of modeling user sequences through a dynamic graph.

16 Index Terms—Sequential recommendation, dynamic collaborative signals, dynamic graph neural networks

Ç

17 1 INTRODUCTION

18 WITH dramatic growth of the amount of information on
19 the Internet, recommender systems have been applied
20 to help users alleviate the problem of information overload
21 in online services, such as e-commerce, search engines,
22 and social media. Recently, several collaborative filtering
23 methods have been proposed, which focus on static user-
24 item interactions [1], [2], [3] but ignore the rich historical
25 sequential information of users. However, user preferences
26 change dynamically over time, varying with the historical
27 interacted items. Therefore, sequential recommendation has
28 attracted lots of attention, which seeks to utilize the sequen-
29 tial information from each user’s interaction history to make
30 accurate predictions.
31 A series of methods have been proposed in the field of
32 sequential recommendation. For example, the Markov-chain
33 model [4] makes recommendation based on k previous inter-
34 actions. Several RNN-based models [5], [6], [7] utilize Long
35 Short-term Memory (LSTM) [8] or Gated Recurrent Unit

36(GRU) [9] networks to capture sequential dependencies in
37user sequences. Furthermore, Convolutional Neural Net-
38works (CNN) and Attention Networks are also effective in
39modeling user sequences. For example, Caser [10] employs
40convolutional filters to incorporate the order of user interac-
41tion. SASRec [11] and STAMP [12] apply the attention mech-
42anism to model the relationship between items to capture
43user intent. Recently, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [13],
44[14] have gained increasing attention. Inspired by the success
45of GNN in a wide variety of tasks, some GNN-based seq-
46uence models [15], [16], [17] are proposed, which use
47improved GNN to investigate the complex item transition
48relationships in each sequence.
49Although these methods have achieved compelling
50results, we argue that these methods lack explicit modeling
51of the dynamic collaborative signals among different user
52sequences, which is mainly manifested in two aspects:

531) These models do not explicitly leverage the collabo-
54rative information among different user sequences,
55in other words, most of them focus on encoding each
56user’s own sequence, while ignoring the high-order
57connectivity between different user sequences, as
58can be seen in Fig. 1a, in which the encoding of user
59sequence during training and testing are all within a
60single sequence. However, as shown in Fig. 1b, at
61time t3, u1 interacts with i1, i2 and i3 directly, and
62also has high-order connections with u2 and u3

63as well as their interactive items. Obviously, the
64interaction information of u2 and u3 can assist in the
65prediction of u1’s sequence. This information is over-
66looked by most of the existing models.
672) These models ignore the dynamic influence of the
68high-order collaboration information at different
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69 times. From Fig. 1b, we can see that the graph formed
70 by u1’s sequence and its high-order associated users
71 and items vary with t1, t2 and t3 time. In this case, the
72 change of u1’s interest is influenced not only by the
73 change of first-order interaction items i1, i2 and i3, but
74 also by the varied high-order connected users and
75 items. Similarly, the semantic information of items
76 may also shift with the change of first- and higher-
77 order relevance.
78 Consequently, the above two aspects result in the diffi-
79 culty of accurately capturing user preference in sequential
80 recommendation. To deal with these challenges, two impor-
81 tant problems need to be solved:

82 1) How to dynamically represent user-item interactions
83 with a graph. The order of interaction between users
84 and items is vital for sequential recommendation.
85 Most existing methods [3] represent user-item
86 interactions as a static bipartite graph and fail to
87 record the interaction order of the user-item pair.
88 So, we need to consider incorporating sequence
89 information or interaction order into the graph flex-
90 ibly and efficiently.
91 2) How to explicitly encode the dynamic collaborative signal
92 for each user sequence. For each user sequence, its
93 dynamic associated items and users form a graph
94 structure, which includes more time/order informa-
95 tion than conventional static graph. It is not trivial to
96 encode the preference of each user from this dynamic
97 graph.
98 To this end, inspired by dynamic graph representation
99 learning [18], we propose a novel method named Dynamic

100 Graph Neural Network for Sequential Recommendation (DGSR),
101 which explores interactive behaviors between users and
102 items through a dynamic graph. The framework of DGSR is

103as follows: firstly, we convert all user sequences into a
104dynamic graph annotated with time and order information
105on edges (Section 4.1). Consequently, the user sequences
106having common items are associated with each other via
107user ! item and item ! user connections. Second, we devise
108a sub-graph sampling strategy (Section 4.2) to dynamically
109extract sub-graphs containing user’s sequence and associ-
110ated sequences. Third, to encode user’s preference from the
111sub-graph, we design a Dynamic Graph Recommendation
112Network (DGRN) (Section 4.3), in which a dynamic atten-
113tion module is constructed to capture the long-term prefer-
114ence of users and long-term character of items, and a
115recurrent neural module or attention module is further uti-
116lized to learn short-term preference and character of users
117and items, respectively. By stacking multiple DGRN layers,
118the rich dynamic high-order connectivity information of
119each user and each item node can be better utilized. Finally,
120our model converts the next-item prediction task into a link
121prediction task for user nodes (Section 4.4). Extensive
122experiments conducted on four public benchmark datasets
123verify the effectiveness of our DGSR method.
124To summarize, our work makes the following main
125contributions:

126� We highlight the critical importance of explicitly
127modeling dynamic collaborative signals among user
128sequences in the sequential recommendation scenario.
129� We propose DGSR, a new sequential recommenda-
130tion framework based on dynamic graph neural
131networks.
132� We conduct empirical studies on four real-world
133datasets. Extensive experiments demonstrate the
134effectiveness of DGSR.

1352 RELATED WORK

1362.1 Sequential Recommendation

137Sequential recommendation is to predict the next item
138based on users’ historical interaction sequences. Compared
139with the static recommender system, it usually generates
140user’s representation based on its sequential interactions for
141prediction. Pioneering works, such as Markov chain-based
142methods [4], [19] predict the next item based on k-order
143interaction. Translation-based approaches [20] model third-
144order interactions with a TransRec component.
145With the development of deep learning, many related
146works have been proposed for sequential recommendation
147task. GRU4Rec [5] is the first one to use Recurrent Neural
148Network (RNN) to session-based recommendation task.
149Due to the excellent performance of RNN, it has been
150widely used for sequential recommendation task [6], [7],
151[21]. What’s more, Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is
152also used in sequential recommendation to investigate the
153different patterns. The CNN-based model Caser [10] applies
154convolution filters to incorporate different order of users’
155interactions. Furthermore, the attention network is also a
156powerful tool applied in the sequential recommendation.
157NARM [22] employs the attention mechanism on RNN to
158capture users’ main purposes. STAMP [12] uses a novel
159attention memory network to efficiently capture both the
160users’ general interests and current interests. SASRec [11]

Fig. 1. Illustration of user-item sequential interaction. Figure (a) illus-
trates the interaction sequences of u1, u2 and u3. Figure (b) is the user-
item interaction graph composed of u1, u2 and u3 at different times,
which can be seen as a refined representation of Figure (a).
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161 applies self-attention mechanisms to sequential recommen-
162 dation problems to explicitlymodel the relationship between
163 items.More recently, based on SASRec, TiSASRec [23] is pro-
164 posed to model the absolute positions of items as well as the
165 time intervals between them in a sequence.
166 In the last few years, graph neural networks (GNNs)
167 have achieved state-of-the-art performance in processing
168 graph structure data. There are also some studies [15], [16],
169 [17], [24], [25] applying GNNs to sequential recommenda-
170 tion. SR-GNN [15] firstly utilizes the Gated GNNs to cap-
171 ture the complex item transition relationship in session
172 scenario. Based on this work, A-PGNN [16] combining per-
173 sonalized GNN and attention mechanism is proposed for
174 session-aware scenarios. MA-GNN [25] employs a memory
175 augmented graph neural network to capture both the long-
176 and short-term user interests.
177 Although these GNN-based models have shown promis-
178 ing direction for sequential recommendation, they only
179 focus on modeling user preferences on intra-sequence and
180 ignore the item relationship across sequences. To this end,
181 some models [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] that utilize the
182 cross sequence information are proposed. For example,
183 HyperRec [26] adopts hypergraph to model the high-order
184 correlations connections between items within or across
185 sequences. CSRM [27] considers neighborhood sessions by
186 calculating that of similarity between with current session.
187 DGRec [28] explicitly associate different user sequences
188 through social relationships. SERec [31] adopts a heteroge-
189 neous graph neural network to learn user and item repre-
190 sentations that extract the knowledge from social networks,
191 but not all data have social relationship attributes. Further-
192 more, to effectively learn user and item embeddings, THIGE
193 [29] utilizes the temporal heterogeneous graph for next-item
194 recommendation. GCE-GNN [30] leverages a new global
195 graph to learn the global-level item embedding from all ses-
196 sions, but does not accurately consider sequential informa-
197 tion in the global graph. In this paper, our model processing
198 sequential recommendation task is distinct from the above-
199 mentioned methods. The detailed comparative analysis
200 with these models will be elaborated in Section 4.5.

201 2.2 Dynamic Graph Neural Networks

202 Nowadays, graph neural networks have been employed to
203 address different problems, such as node classification [13],
204 [14], graph embedding [32], [33], graph classification [34],
205 recommendation [15], [16], [17], [24], [25], [35] and so on.
206 However, in many applications, the graph data change
207 over time, such as academic network, social network, and
208 recommender system. As a result, a surge of works consid-
209 ers modeling dynamic graphs. DANE [36] leverages matrix
210 perturbation theory to capture the changes of adjacency and
211 attribute matrix in an online manner. DynamicTriad [37]
212 imposes the triadic closure process to preserve both struc-
213 tural information and evolution patterns of dynamic net-
214 work. DynGEM [38] uses a dynamically expanding deep
215 Auto-Encoder to capture highly nonlinear first-order and
216 second-order proximities of the graph nodes. CTDNE [39]
217 designs a time-dependent random walk sampling method
218 for learning dynamic network embeddings from continu-
219 ous-time dynamic networks. HTNE [40] integrates the
220 Hawkes process into network embeddings to capture the

221influence of historical neighbors on the current neighbors
222for temporal network embedding. Dyrep [41] utilizes a
223deep temporal point process model to encode structural-
224temporal information over graph into low dimensional rep-
225resentations. JODIE [42] utilizes two types of RNN to model
226the evolution of different node representations. MTNE [43]
227not only integrates the Hawkess process to stimulate the
228triad evolution process, but also combines attention to dis-
229tinguish the importance of different motifs. To inductively
230infer embeddings for both new and observed nodes as the
231graph evolves, Xu et al. [44] propose the temporal graph
232attention mechanism based on the classical Bochner’s theo-
233rem. There are also some works [45] crop the dynamic
234graph into a sequence of graph snapshots.
235Although some of the above-mentioned dynamic meth-
236ods are tested on e-commerce data sets, they are not adapt to
237sequential recommendation scenarios. As far as we know,
238there is no study to illustrate the sequential recommendation
239problem from the perspective of dynamic graphs.

2403 PRELIMINARIES

241In this section, we describe problems about sequential rec-
242ommendation and dynamic graph.

2433.1 Sequential Recommendation

244In the setting of sequential recommendation, let U and I
245represent the set of users and items, respectively. For each
246user u 2 U, its action sequence is denoted as Su ¼
247i1; i2; . . . ; ikð Þ, where i 2 I . Tu ¼ t1; t2; . . . ; tkð Þ is the corre-
248sponding timestamp sequence of Su. The set of all Su is
249denoted as S. The object of sequential recommendation is to
250predict the next item of Su employing sequence information
251before time tk and tk. In general, sequential recommendation
252task limits the maximum length of Su to n. When k is greater
253than n, taking the most recent n items ik�n; ik�nþ1; . . . ; ikð Þ to
254make predictions.
255Each user and item can be converted into low-dimen-
256sional embedding vector eu, ei 2 Rd, respectively, where u 2
257U and i 2 I , d is the dimension of embedding space. We use
258the EU 2 RjUj�d and EI 2 RjI j�d to represent the user embed-
259ding and item embedding matrix, respectively.

2603.2 Dynamic Graph

261A dynamic network can be defined as G ¼ ðV; E; T Þ, where
262V ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vng is the node set and e 2 E represents
263the interaction between vi and vj at time t 2 T , so edge
264eij between vi and vj is generally represented by triplet
265vi; vj; t

� �
. In some cases, t can also indicate the order of inter-

266actions between two nodes. By recording the time or order of
267each edge, a dynamic graph can capture the evolution of the
268relationship between nodes. Dynamic graph embedding
269aims to learn a mapping function f : V ! Rd, where d is the
270number of embedding dimensions.

2714 METHODOLOGY

272We now present the proposed DGSR model, the framework
273of which is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are four components
274in the architecture: 1) Dynamic Graph Construction is to con-
275vert all sequences of users to a dynamic graph; 2) Sub-graph
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276 Sampling is to extract sub-graphs which contain user’s
277 sequence and its related sequences; 3) Dynamic Graph Rec-
278 ommendation Network (DGRN) contains message propaga-
279 tion mechanism and node update part to encode each user
280 preference from the sub-graph; and 4) Predication Layer
281 aggregates the user’s refined embeddings learned from
282 DGRN, and predicts which item node will be most likely
283 linked with the user node next. Algorithm 2 provides the
284 pseudo-code of the overall framework.

285 4.1 Dynamic Graph Construction

286 In this section, we describe how to convert all user sequences
287 into a dynamic graph. When the user u acts on the item i at
288 time t, an edge e is established between u and i, and e can be
289 represented by the quintuple ðu; i; t; oiu; oui Þ. t describes the
290 timestamp when the interaction occurred. Besides, distin-
291 guished with the definition of the conventional dynamic
292 graph, oiu is the order of u� i interaction, that is, the position
293 of item i in all items that the u has interacted with. oui refers to
294 the order of u in all user nodes that have interacted with item
295 i. For example, u1’s sequence and timestamp sequence are
296 i1; i2; i3ð Þ and t1; t2; t3ð Þ, respectively. u2’s sequence and time-
297 stamp sequence are i2; i3; i1ð Þ and t4; t5; t6ð Þ, where t1 < t2 <
298 t3 < t4 < t5 < t6. The edges between users and its interac-
299 tion items can be written as ðu1; i1; t1; 1; 1Þ, ðu1; i2; t2; 2; 1Þ,
300 ðu1; i3; t3; 3; 1Þ, ðu2; i2; t4; 1; 2Þ, ðu2; i1; t5; 2; 2Þ, and ðu2; i3; t6; 3; 2Þ.
301 Since a large number of user sequences interacted with
302 the same items, for example, as shown in the Fig. 2, u1 and
303 u2 have common items i1 and i2, and u1 and u3 have com-
304 mon item i3. Consequently, all the quintuples of dataset
305 form a dynamic graph,

G ¼ fðu; i; t; oiu; oui Þju 2 U; i 2 Vg;307307

308which is a continuous-time graph according to the defini-
309tions in [46]. In addition to the interaction time between
310users and items, G also records the order information
311between them. So, our dynamic graph is more suitable for
312the sequential recommendation task than static graph and
313conventional dynamic graph. We define our dynamic graph
314at time t as Gt 2 G, which is a dynamic graph composed of
315all users’ interaction sequences at time t and before t. For a
316given user sequence Su ¼ i1; i2; . . . ; ikð Þ, where the corre-
317sponding timestamp sequence is Tu ¼ t1; t2; . . . ; tkð Þ, the
318next item of the predicted sequence Su is equivalent to pre-
319dict the item linked to the node u in Gtk .

3204.2 Sub-Graph Sampling

321As the user sequence Su extending, the number of neighbor
322sequences of it is growing. Similarly, the scale of the
323dynamic graph composed of all users is also gradually
324expanding. It will increase the computational cost and intro-
325duce too much noise into the target sequence Su. For effi-
326cient training and recommendation, we propose a sampling
327strategy, details of which are shown in Algorithm 1.
328Specifically, we first take user node u as the anchor node
329and select its most recent n first-order neighbors from graph
330Gtk , that is, the historical items that u has interacted with,
331written as N u, where n is the maximum length of user
332sequence (Line 6 and 7 in Algorithm 1). Next, for each item
333i 2 N u, we use each of them as an anchor node to sample
334the set of users who have interacted with them, written as
335N i (Line 13 and 14 in Algorithm 1). To improve sampling
336efficiency, we record user and item nodes that have been
337used to be anchor node to avoid repeated sampling (Line 8
338and 15 in Algorithm 1), and set the maximum number of
339samples to n when sampling user node (Line 19 in Algo-
340rithm 1). Followed by analogy, we can obtain the multi-hop

Fig. 2. Overview of DGSR framework. Take predicting the next interaction of u1’s sequence ði1; i2; i3Þ as an example. The corresponding timestamp
sequence is t1; t2; t3ð Þ. We first convert u1’ sequence and its related sequences into dynamic graph Gt3 , each edge represents the interaction between
user and item, and has time attribute. The edges represented by the dotted line are interactions that occurred after t3, which is not included in Gt3
(Section 4.1). Then we sample a m-order sub-graph Gmu1 ðt3Þ from G

t3 (Section 4.2). Following this, the well-designed Dynamic Graph Recommenda-
tion Network propagates and aggregates the information among different user sequences (Section 4.3). Finally, we concatenate user node embed-
ding of each layer for final predication (Section 4.4).
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341 neighbors of node u, which could form u’s m-order sub-
342 graph Gmu ðtkÞ of Su (m is a hyper-parameter used to control
343 the size of sub-graph).
344 After sampling, each sub-graph Gmu ðtkÞ contains the
345 nodes of the sequence Su and its associated sequences. User
346 and item nodes in these sequences are linked to each other
347 through stacking the user to item and item to user relation-
348 ships in Gmu ðtkÞ.

349 Algorithm 1. Sub-Graph Sampling Algorithm

350 Input: Sequence Su ¼ i1; i2; . . . ; ikð Þ, timestamp sequence
351 Tu ¼ t1; t2; . . . ; tkð Þ, dynamic graph Gtk , and the order
352 of sub-graphm.
353 Output: Them-order sub-graph Gmu ðtkÞ.
354 1 == Initialization
355 2 Um;U temp  fug, Im; I temp  ;
356 3 ==Node sampling
357 4 for k 2 ½1; ::;m� do
358 5 if k is an odd number then
359 6 for u 2 Utemp do
360 7 I temp  I temp[N u

361 8 I temp  I temp n Im
362 9 if I temp = ; then
363 10 Break
364 11 Im  Im[I temp

365 12 else
366 13 for i 2 I temp do
367 14 U temp  U temp[N i

368 15 U temp  U temp n Um

369 16 if Utemp = ; then
370 17 Break
371 18 if jUtempj > n then
372 19 U temp Sampling n nodes from U temp

373 20 Um  Um[Utemp

374 21 == Sub-graph generation
375 22 Gmu ðtkÞ ¼ ðUm; ImÞ, Um; Im 2 Gtk

376 4.3 Dynamic Graph Recommendation Network

377 In this section, we design a Dynamic Graph Recommenda-
378 tion Network (DGRN) to encode the preference of each user
379 from dynamic contextual information by acting on the sub-
380 graph Gmu ðtkÞ. Similar to most GNNs, The DGRN component
381 consists of message propagation and node updating compo-
382 nents. For the sake of discussion, we illustrate the message
383 propagation and node updating from l� 1-th layer to l-th
384 layer of DGRN.
385 The message propagation mechanism aims to learn the
386 message propagation information from user to item and item
387 to user in Gmu ðtkÞ, respectively. The challenge is how to
388 encode the sequential information of neighbors from user
389 and item perspectives, respectively. The static graph neural
390 networks, such as GCN [13] and GAT [14], are powerful in
391 various graph structure data. However, they fail to capture
392 sequential information of neighbors suitably for each user
393 and item. Some sequence model, such as RNN [5] and
394 Transformer [47] net, are widely used to model user long-
395 and short-term interest, but they can not deal with graph
396 structured data directly. To this end, we combine the graph
397 neural networks and sequential networks to design a
398 dynamic propagation mechanism.

399From Item to User. The set of neighbor nodes of the user
400node u is the items that u has purchased. To update the user
401node representations in each layer, we need to extract two
402types of information from the neighbors of each user node,
403which are long-term preference and short-term preference
404respectively. The long-term preference [48] of user reflects his
405or her inherent characteristics and general preference,
406which can be induced from the user’s all historical items.
407The short-term preference of the user reflects his or her latest
408interest.
409From User to Item. The set of neighbor nodes of the item
410node i is the users who purchased it, in which the users are
411arranged in chronological order. Similar to the user, the
412neighbors of item also reflect its two types of character. On
413the one hand, the long-term character can reflect the general
414characters of the item. For example, the wealthy people usu-
415ally buy high-end cosmetics. On the other hand, short-term
416character reflects the newest property of item. For example,
417many non-sports enthusiasts may also buy jerseys or player
418posters during the World Cup. This part of consumers’
419behavior means the positioning of soccer equipment has
420changed from professionalism to universality in this period.
421However, most existing sequential recommendation meth-
422ods fail to explicitly capture the impact of user nodes on the
423item node. To settle this problem, we also consider the mes-
424sage propagation from user to item.

4254.3.1 Message Propagation Mechanism

426In this subsection, we discuss the message propagation
427mechanism of DGRN, which includes the encoding of long-
428term and short-term information.
429Long-Term Information. To capture the long-term informa-
430tion of each node from its neighbors, we reference graph neu-
431ral networks and recurrent neural networks, which explicitly
432consider the relationship of nodes with their neighbors and
433sequence dependence of neighbors, respectively. Further-
434more, we also design an order-aware attention mechanism
435that ismore suitable for dynamic sequential recommendation.

436� Graph Convolution Neural Networks. GCN [13] is an
437intuitive approach that aggregates all neighbor node
438embeddings directly:

hL
u ¼

1

jN uj
X
i2N u

W1
ðl�1Þh

ðl�1Þ
i ; (1) 440440

441

hL
i ¼

1

jN ij
X
u2N i

W2
ðl�1Þhðl�1Þu ; (2)

443443

444where W1
ðl�1Þ, W2

ðl�1Þ 2 Rd�d are encoding matrix
445parameters of item and user in the l� 1-th layer,
446where jN uj and jN ij are the number of u’s and i’s
447neighbor nodes.

448� Recurrent Neural Networks, such as GRU net, is an
449effective network to model the sequence dependen-
450cies. So, we utilize GRU net to calculate the long-
451term preference/character for user/item nodes from
452their neighbors, which is computed as

hL
u ¼ GRU

ðlÞ
U h

ðl�1Þ
i1

; . . . ;h
ðl�1Þ
ijN u j

� �
; i 2 N u; (3) 454454
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455
hL
i ¼ GRU

ðlÞ
I hðl�1Þu1

; � � � ;hðl�1ÞujN i j

� �
; u 2 N i; (4)

457457

458 where ðhðl�1Þi1
; . . . ;h

ðl�1Þ
ijN u j
Þ and ðhðl�1Þu1

; � � � ;hðl�1ÞujN i j
Þ are

459 into GRU in chronological order.

460 � Dynamic Graph Attention Mechanism. In general, the
461 GNN models focus on explicitly capturing the rela-
462 tionship between the central and neighboring nodes
463 while ignoring the sequence information among
464 neighbors. The sequence model is the opposite. To
465 effectively differentiate the influence of different items
466 and make full use of the user-item interaction order
467 information, we combine graph attention mechanism
468 and the encoding of sequence information to define a
469 dynamic attentionmodule (DAT).
470 Specifically, for each interaction quintuple ðu; i;
471 t; oiu; o

u
i Þ, we define riu as the relative-order of item i to

472 the last item in the neighbors of the user node, i.e.,
473 riu ¼ jN uj � oiu. For each discrete values r, we assign a
474 unique pK

r 2 Rd parameter vector as the relative-order
475 embedding to encode the order information. Then, the
476 attention coefficients between hðl�1Þu and its neighbor
477 node representation h

ðl�1Þ
i are influenced by pK

ri
. So,

478 we define a relative order-aware attention mechanism
479 to differentiate the importance weight eui of items to
480 the user, taking l� 1-th layer node embedding hðl�1Þu

481 and h
ðl�1Þ
i as the input, formulated as

eui ¼
1ffiffiffi
d
p W2

ðl�1Þhðl�1Þu

� �T
W1

ðl�1Þh
ðl�1Þ
i þ pK

riu

� �
; (5)

483483

484 where hð0Þu and h
ð0Þ
i are the user embedding eu and the

485 item embedding ei, respectively. d is the dimension
486 of the embeddings, the scale factor

ffiffiffi
d
p

is to avoid
487 exceedingly large dot products and speed up conver-
488 gence. The weighting scores between user and its
489 neighbors are obtained via the softmax function

aui ¼ softmaxðeuiÞ: (6)
491491

492 Thus, the long-term preference of user can be obtained
493 by aggregating the information from its all neighbors
494 adaptively

hL
u ¼

X
i2N u

aui W1
ðl�1Þh

ðl�1Þ
i þ pV

riu

� �
; (7)

496496

497 wherepV
riu
2 Rd is relative-order embedding to capture

498 the order information in usermessage aggregation.
499 Similarly, the long-term character of item can be
500 calculated by,

hL
i ¼

X
u2N i

biu W2
ðl�1Þhðl�1Þu þ pV

ru
i

� �
; (8)

502502

503 where

biu ¼ softmaxðeiuÞ; (9)
505505

506

eiu ¼
1ffiffiffi
d
p W1

ðl�1Þh
ðl�1Þ
i

� �T
W2

ðl�1Þhðl�1Þu þ pK
ru
i

� �
; (10Þ

508508

509rui ¼ jN ij � oui , and pV
ru
i
2 Rd is relative-order embed-

510ding to capture the order information in item mes-
511sage aggregation.
512Short-Term Information. In recommender system, the
513short-term information of the user reflects his or her latest
514interest, many work [12] utilize the last interaction item
515embedding as user’s short-term embedding, but this ignores
516the reliance on historical information. To this end, we con-
517sider attention mechanism to model the explicit effective-
518ness between last interaction with historical interactions.

519� AttentionMechanism. We consider the attentionmech-
520anism between the last item/user with each historical
521item/user

hS
u ¼

X
i2N u

âuih
ðl�1Þ
i ; (11) 523523

524

hS
i ¼

X
u2N i

b̂iuh
ðl�1Þ
u ; (12)

526526

527where attention coefficient âik and b̂uk
can be calcu-

528lated by,

âui¼softmax
1ffiffiffi
d
p W

ðl�1Þ
3 h

ðl�1Þ
ilast

� �T
W
ðl�1Þ
2 h

ðl�1Þ
i

� �� �
; (13)

530530

531

b̂iu¼softmax
1ffiffiffi
d
p W

ðl�1Þ
4 hðl�1Þulast

� �T
W
ðl�1Þ
1 hðl�1Þu

� �� �
; (14Þ

533533

534where parameters W3 and W4 2 Rd are to control the
535weight of last interaction, ilast and ulast denote the
536last occurrence of item and user in N u and N i

537respectively.

5384.3.2 Node Updating

539In this stage, we aggregate the long-term embedding, short-
540term embedding, and the previous layer embedding to
541update the node’s representation of Gmu ðtkÞ.
542User Node Updating. For user node, the representation
543updating rule from l� 1-th layer to l-th layer can be formu-
544lated as

hðlÞu ¼ tanh W5
ðlÞ hL

u k h
S
u k h

ðl�1Þ
u

h i� �
; (15)

546546

547where W5
ðlÞ 2 Rd�3d is a user update matrix to control the

548information of hL
u , h

S
u , and hðl�1Þu .

549Item Node Updating. Analogously, the item representation
550updating rule is

h
ðlÞ
i ¼ tanh W6

ðlÞ hL
i k h

S
i k h

ðl�1Þ
i

h i� �
; (16)

552552

553where W6
ðlÞ 2 Rd�3d is an item update matrix to control the

554information reservation of hL
i , h

S
i , and h

ðl�1Þ
i .

5554.4 Recommendation and Optimization

556In our model, predicting the next interaction of Su ¼
557i1; i2; . . . ; ikð Þ is equivalent to predicting the link of user
558node u of sub-graph Gmu ðtkÞ. In this subsection, we design
559the link prediction function to determine the items that the
560user may interact with next.
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561 After acting L-layers DGRN on Gmu ðtkÞ, we obtain the mul-
562 tiple embedding fhð0Þu ;hð1Þu ; . . . ;hðLÞu g of node u, which
563 includes user embedding hðlÞu in each layer. The user embed-
564 ding in different layers emphasizes the various user preferen-
565 ces [3]. As a result, we concatenate user multiple embeddings
566 to get the final embedding for node u

hu ¼ hð0Þu k h
ð1Þ
u � � � k h

ðLÞ
u : (17)

568568

569 For a given candidate item i 2 I , the link function is defined
570 as

sui ¼ hu
TWPei; (18)

572572

573 where vector su ¼ ðsu1; su2; . . . ; sujI jÞ represents the score
574 vector of u for each candidate item. WP 2 RðLþ1Þd�d is the
575 trainable transformation matrix.

576 Algorithm2.The DGSR Framework (Forward Propagation)

577 Input: Su ¼ i1; i2; . . . ; ikð Þ, timestamp sequence
578 Tu ¼ t1; t2; . . . ; tkð Þ, all sequences of users,
579 and DGRN layer number L.
580 Output: The next item ikþ1 of S

u.
581 1 == Dynamic Graph Construction.
582 2 Convert all user sequences into a dynamic graph G
583 3 == The sub-graph of generation for Su.
584 4 Run the Algorithm 1 to generate Gmu ðtkÞ from Gtk
585 5 == The initialization of node representation.
586 6 hð0Þu  eu;h

ð0Þ
i  ei, 8u; i 2 Gmu ðtkÞ

587 7 == The update of user and item by DGRN.
588 8 for l 2 ½1 : L� do
589 9 hðlÞu ;h

ðlÞ
i  DGRNðhðl�1Þu ;h

ðl�1Þ
i ;Gmu ðtkÞÞ :

590 10 hL
u ;h

L
i  Long-term Information Encoding

591 11 hS
u ;h

S
i  Short-term Information Encoding

592 12 hðlÞu  tanhðW5
ðlÞ½hL

u k h
S
u k h

ðl�1Þ
u �Þ

593 13 h
ðlÞ
i  tanhðW6

ðlÞ½hL
i k h

S
i k h

ðl�1Þ
i �Þ

594 14 == The prediction of next item.

595 15 hu ¼ hð0Þu k h
ð1Þ
u ; . . . ; k hðLÞu

596 16 Next item argmaxi2Vðhu
TWPeiÞ

597 To learn model parameters, we optimize the cross-entropy
598 loss. The normalized vector of user u’s score for candidate
599 item is

ŷu ¼ softmaxðsuÞ: (19)
601601

602 The objective function is as follows:

Loss ¼ �
X
S

XjI j
i¼1

yuilogðŷuiÞ þ ð1� yuiÞlogð1� ŷuiÞ þ �kQk2;

(20)
604604

605 where yu denotes the one-hot encoding vector of the ground
606 truth items for the next interaction of Su.Q denotes all model
607 parameters, k � k2 is L2 norm. � is to control regularization
608 strength.

609 4.5 Model Discussions

610 In this subsection, we first analyze the computational com-
611 plexity of DGSR, then compare our model with some repre-
612 sentative sequential recommendation models.

6134.5.1 Computational Complexity Analysis

614We assume that the number of all interactions between
615users and items is N , the maximum length of each user
616sequence is n, the maximum sampling number of users in
617each layer is n, the order of sub-graph is m, and the batch
618size is B. For the Dynamic Graph Construction component,
619the space and time complexity of the dynamic graph con-
620struction are OðNÞ. In the Sub-Graph Sampling component,
621the maximum number of operations for each user node to
622obtain am-order sub-graph is

D ¼
n; m ¼ 1
2nþ n2; m ¼ 2
ðkþ 1Þnþ ðkþ 1Þn2 þ ðk� 1Þn3; m ¼ 2kþ 1
ðkþ 2Þnþ ðkþ 1Þn2 þ kn3; m ¼ 2kþ 2;

8><
>:

624624

(21)

626626

627where k is a natural number and is greater than or equal to
6281. So, the space and time complexity of sub-graph sampling
629are OðBDÞ. The maximum number of edges of each sub-
630graph is

R ¼ ðkþ 1Þnþ kn2; m ¼ 2kþ 1
ðkþ 1Þnþ ðk� 1Þn2; m ¼ 2k;

	
(22)

632632

633where k is a natural number. Consequently, in each layer of
634DGRN, the complexity of message propagation in long- and
635short-term encoding and node updating is OðRÞ. Therefore,
636the space and time complexity of DGRN are Oð3LBRÞ in
637each batch, where L is the layer number.
638In practice, the maximum value of m is generally set to 3.
639So, the space and time complexity of sub-graph sampling
640and DGRN are at most Oð3LBn2Þ. We could also operate
641the dynamic graph construction and sub-graph sampling
642before training and testing to improve training and testing
643speed. Therefore, the computational burden of our model is
644acceptable.

6454.5.2 Compared With Representative Models

646Some sequence models encoding user preference only
647depends on its intra-sequence, and does not explicitly uti-
648lize other sequence information, such as TiSASRec [23], SR-
649GNN [15], and HGN [49], which can be viewed as special
650cases of our DGSR. Specifically, within the one layer DGRN
651net, we can replace our current setting with some complex
652neural network, self-attention net, GGNN net, or Gated net
653in message propagation mechanism of item! user, and dis-
654able the message propagation and node update of item !
655user. Then, hð1Þu is treated as u’s final preference representa-
656tion. So, as a new framework, our model can fuse nearly all
657single-sequence models by modifying the message propaga-
658tion mechanism part.
659There are also some models [26], [27], [29] which are
660designed to utilize cross sequence information or capture the
661item relations between different sequences. However, They
662have many differences and limitations compared with
663DGSR. For example, CSRM [27] considers neighborhood
664sequences by directly calculating the similarity between
665them and target sequence but fails to utilize the fine-grained
666interaction information of users, including the interaction-
667order between each item with all users that interact with it.
668Compared with that, our model measures the similarity
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669 between different sequences based on the well-designed
670 message passing mechanism, which could promote the utili-
671 zation of interactions between users and items. HyperRec
672 [26] adopts hypergraph to associate the high-order correla-
673 tions connections between items in each period. Nonetheless,
674 hypergraph is a rough way to model user-item interaction,
675 which results in much-refined information being neglected,
676 such as the explicit order information in each cross sequence.
677 The dynamic graph constructed by our DGSR can be more
678 flexible to represent richer interaction information. In social
679 recommendation, DGRec [28] explicitly associates different
680 user sequences through social attribute information, but not
681 all data have social relationship attributes in sequential rec-
682 ommendation scenario. Our model can also explicitly associ-
683 ate different user sequences without relying on other
684 auxiliary information.

685 5 EXPERIMENTS

686 In this section, we perform experiments on four real-world
687 datasets to evaluate the performance of our model. We aim
688 to answer the following questions through experiments.

689 � RQ1: How does DGSR perform compared with state-
690 of-the-art sequential recommendation methods?
691 � RQ2: How effective is the dynamic graph recommen-
692 dation network component in DGSR?
693 � RQ3: What are the effects of different hyper-parame-
694 ter settings (DGRN layer number, sub-graph sam-
695 pling size, maximum sequence length, and the
696 embedding size) on DGSR.

697 5.1 Datasets

698 To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we conduct
699 experiments on four datasets from real-world platforms.
700 These datasets are widely used in evaluating sequential rec-
701 ommendation methods:

702 � Amazon1: A series of datasets introduced in [50], com-
703 prising large corpora of product reviews crawled
704 fromAmazon.com. We consider three categories,Ama-
705 zon-CDs, Amazon-Games, and Amazon-Beauty. This
706 dataset is notable for its high sparsity and variability.
707 � MovieLens2: We use the version (MoveLens-1M) [50]
708 that includes 1million user ratings.
709 All of these datasets contain the timestamps or specific
710 dates of interactions. For all datasets, we treat the presence
711 of a review or rating as implicit feedback and discard users
712 and items with fewer than five related actions [11]. After
713 precessing, the data statistics are shown in Table 1. For each
714 user sequence, we use the most recent item for testing, the
715 second recent item for validation, and the remaining items
716 for the training set. To fully capture the dynamic collabora-
717 tive signals, we segment each sequence Su into a series of
718 sequences and labels. For example, for an input Su ¼
719 i1; i2; i3; i4ð Þ and Tu ¼ t1; t2; t3; t4ð Þ, we generate sequences
720 and labels as ½i1� ! i2, ½i1; i2� ! i3 and ½i1; i2; i3� ! i4. Then,
721 the corresponding sub-graph and the node to linked are
722 ðGmu ðt1Þ; i2Þ, ðGmu ðt2Þ; i3Þ, and ðGmu ðt3Þ; i4Þ. This processing can

723be taken before training and testing to reduce the training
724and inference time.

7255.2 Experiment Settings

7265.2.1 Compared Methods

727To demonstrate the effectiveness, we compare our proposed
728DGSR with the following methods:

729� BPR-MF [51], a matrix factorization based model that
730learns pairwise personalized ranking from user
731implicit feedback.
732� FPMC [4], a model that combines matrix factoriza-
733tion and first-order Markov Chains to capture users’
734long-term preferences and item-to-item transitions.
735� GRU4Rec+ [7], an improved RNN-based model that
736adopts a different loss function and sampling strat-
737egy on Top-K recommendation.
738� Caser [10], a CNN-based model capturing high-order
739Markov chains by applying convolution operations
740on the embedding of the L recent items.
741� SASRec [11], a self-attention-based model to identify
742relevant items for predicting the next item.
743� SR-GNN [15], a GNN-based model to capture the
744complex transition relationships of items for the ses-
745sion-based recommendation.
746� HGN [49], a sequence model that contains feature
747gating, instance gating, and instance gating modules
748to select important features and explicitly capture
749the item relations.
750� TiSASRec [23], interval aware self-attention based
751model, which models both the absolute positions as
752well as the time intervals between them in a sequence.
753� GCE-GNN [30], a GNN-based model that leverages
754global and session-level graphs to capture item tran-
755sitions overall sessions for better inferring the user
756preference.
757� SERec [31], a GNN-basedmodel that utilizes a hetero-
758geneous graph neural network to learning user and
759item representations with the knowledge from social
760networks. Due to our dataset lacking social informa-
761tion, we only consider user-to-item and item-to-item
762relationships in their model.
763� HyperRec [26], a hypergraphs based model that
764adopts hypergraph to capture multi-order connec-
765tions between items for next-item recommendation.

7665.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

767We adopt two widely-used metrics [11], Hit@K and
768NDCG@K, to evaluate all methods. Hit@K indicates the
769proportion of the ground-truth items among the top@K

TABLE 1
The Statistics of the Datasets

Datasets Beauty Games CDs ML-1M

# of Users 52,024 31,013 17,052 6,040
# of Items 57,289 23,715 35,118 3,416
# of Interactions 394,908 287,107 472,265 999,611
Average length 7.6 9.3 27.6 165.5
Density 0.01% 0.04% 0.08% 4.80%

1. http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon
2. https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
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770 items, while NDCG@K is position-aware metric, and higher
771 NDCG means target items tend to have more top rank posi-
772 tions. Following [11], [23], for each test sample, we randomly
773 sample 100 negative items, and rank these items with the
774 ground-truth item. We evaluate Hit@K and NDCG@K
775 based on these 101 items. By default, we setK=10.

776 5.2.3 Parameter Setup

777 We implement our DGSR model in DGL Library3 [52]. The
778 embedding size is fixed to 50 for all methods. The maximum
779 sequence length n is set to 50. The optimizer is the Adam
780 optimizer [53], the learning rate is set to 0.01. Batch size is 50.
781 � is 1e� 4. We set the order of sub-graph sampling m to 3.
782 The DAN layer numberL is set to 3 for Beauty and CDs, 2 for
783 Games and ML-1M. We run the evaluation four times with
784 different random seeds and report the mean value of each
785 method. For the compared methods, we use the default
786 hyperparameters except for dimensions. All experiments are
787 conducted on a computer server with eight NVIDIAGeForce
788 RX2080Ti (11GB) and four Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4 CPUs.

789 5.3 Performance Comparison (RQ1)

790 We first report the performance of all the methods. Table 2
791 summarizes the performance comparison results. The fol-
792 lowing observation can be obtained:

793 � DGSR achieves the best performance on four datasets
794 with most evaluation metrics. In particular, DGSR
795 improves over the strongest baselines w.r.t NDCG@10
796 by 6:87%, 3:71%, 3:81% in Beauty, Games, and CDs,
797 respectively. Notably, Beauty is the most sparse and
798 short dataset, so many users and items only have a few
799 interactions. In our model, the high-order connectivity
800 of a dynamic graph alleviates this issue. So, there is a
801 significant improvement in Beauty. By stacking the
802 DGRN layers, DGSR can utilize cross-sequences infor-
803 mation explicitly to provide more auxiliary informa-
804 tion for prediction. While TiSASRec, HGN, SR-GNN,
805 and SASRec only encode each sequence independently
806 as the user’s dynamic interest representation. Signifi-
807 cantly, HyperRec, SERec, and GCE-GNN utilize much
808 correlated user interaction information, but perform

809worse than our DGSR, especially on Beauty and
810Games. We believe that the reason is that these models
811ignore the interaction order information of correlated
812user sequences. And Beauty and Games have stronger
813sequential properties than CDs, resulting in significant
814improvement in the performance of DGSR over them
815on Beauty and Games. DGSR does not significantly
816exceed SASRec and TiSASRec on ML-1M. The reason
817might be that ML-1M is denser than other datasets,
818making the user intra sequence able to provide suffi-
819cient information for sequential recommendation.
820� SASRec, HGN, SR-GNN, and TiSASRec achieve bet-
821ter performance than neural methods GRU4Rec+
822and Caser. One possible reason is that they could
823explicitly capture the item-item relations by employ-
824ing attention or hierarchical gating mechanism.
825Caser generally achieves better performance than
826GRU4Rec+ in most cases. Such improvement might
827be attributed to the CNN module, which could cap-
828ture the more complex behavior pattern than the
829GRU net. Compared with the excellent performance
830in the session-based recommendation scenario, the
831performance of SR-GNN is flat in the sequential rec-
832ommendation. One possible reason is that the lack of
833repetitiveness of our data makes it challenging for
834the user sequence to form a graph structure. BPR-
835MF achieves poor performance on four datasets.
836Since BPR-MF can only capture users’ general inter-
837ests, it is challenging to model the user’s behavior
838sequence. GRU4Rec+ slightly underperforms FPMC
839in Beauty and Games while performing better in
840CDs. The reason might be that FPMC focuses on
841dynamic transitions of items, so they perform better
842on sparse datasets [23].

8435.4 Study of Dynamic Graph Recommendation
844Network (RQ2)

8455.4.1 Effect of Long- and Short-Term Modules

846To investigate DGRN component’s superiority in DGSR, we
847compare DGSR with different variants on four datasets,
848which set the various modules for encoding long-term and
849short-term information. We show the variant models and
850their results in Table 3 and have the following findings:

TABLE 2
Performance of DGSR and Compared Methods in Terms of Hit@10 and NDCG@10

Datasets Metric BPR-MF FPMC GRU4Rec+ Caser SASRec SR-GNN HGN TiSASRec GCE-GNN SERec HyperRec DGSR

NDCG@10 21.83 28.91 26.42 25.47 32.19 32.33 32.47 30.45 33.46 33.59 23.26 35.90
Beauty

Hit@10 37.75 43.10 43.98 42.64 48.54 48.62 48.63 46.87 49.12 49.63 34.71 52.40

Games
NDCG@10 28.75 46.80 45.64 45.93 53.60 53.25 49.34 50.19 53.68 53.71 48.96 55.70
Hit@10 37.75 68.02 67.15 68.83 73.98 73.49 71.42 71.85 74.14 74.32 71.24 75.57

CDs
NDCG@10 36.26 33.55 44.52 45.85 49.23 48.95 49.34 48.97 49.05 48.34 47.16 51.22
Hit@10 56.27 51.22 67.84 68.65 71.32 69.63 71.42 71.00 70.04 69.44 71.02 72.43

ML-1M
NDCG@10 32.87 48.66 53.14 53.29 57.34 54.23 52.57 56.57 56.31 57.01 54.61 57.89
Hit@10 57.81 72.77 73.21 76.81 80.36 76.59 76.57 80.41 77.4 78.39 78.24 79.74

The best results are boldfaced. The underlined numbers are the second best results.

3. https://www.dgl.ai/
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851 � DGSR-D outperforms DGSR-R and DGSR-G in
852 Games, CDs and ML-1M datasets. We attribute the
853 improvement to the combination of attention mecha-
854 nism and relative-order embedding, which could
855 adequately distill the long-term information from
856 neighbors of each node. DGSR-R achieves competi-
857 tive results in Beauty. The reason might be that the
858 length of sequence is small, GRU net could model
859 their dependencies of sequence like dynamic atten-
860 tion module. The GCN-based variants achieve poor
861 performance on four datasets. It is probably because
862 the GCNmodule treats all neighbor nodes as equally
863 important, which introduces more noise in message
864 propagation. DGSR-A also performs better than
865 DGSR-L. It verifies that only utilizing the last interac-
866 tion embedding is insufficient to capture the short-
867 term information.
868 � All variants with two modules (long-term and short-
869 term) are consistently superior to variants with sin-
870 gle module (long-term or short term). It illustrates
871 the necessity of combining long-term and short-term
872 information. Although DGSR-R performs better than
873 DGSR-D in Beauty, DGSR-DA is superior to DGSR-
874 RA and DGSR-RL. One possible reason is that
875 DGSR-DA considers the relationship between central
876 node and neighbor nodes, which is conducive to
877 information propagation in the dynamic graph. In
878 contrast, DGSR-RL and DGSR-RA only focus on the
879 interactions of neighbors and ignore the roles of cen-
880 tral node.

881 5.4.2 Effect of Long- and Short-Term Information

882 We also explore the effects of users’ and items’ long- and
883 short-term information. Specifically, we modify DGSR by
884 removing the user’s long-term preference (w/o user-long),
885 user’s short-term preference (w/o user-short), item’s long-
886 term character (w/o item-long), and item’s short-term char-
887 acter (w/o item-short), respectively. As demonstrated in
888 Fig. 3, the result shows that both long- and short-term infor-
889 mation of users and items are beneficial for improving the
890 recommendation performance. In addition, DGSR (w/o
891 user-long) performs worse in most cases, which means the

892long-term preference of users is more important for recom-
893mendation. DGSR (w/o item-long) has the most severe per-
894formance degradation than DGSR at Games, CDs, and ML-
8951M datasets. The reason might be that the intrinsic proper-
896ties of items in the Games, CD, and ML-1M categories are
897relatively stable. Moreover, unlike other datasets, the per-
898formances of DGSR (w/o item-short) and DGSR (w/o user-
899short) have a significant decline compared to DGSR at
900Beauty dataset. One possible reason is that goods in the
901Beauty category have seasonal or fashion attributes, making
902users’ short-term preferences and items’ short-term charac-
903ter susceptible to short-term volatility. Therefore, compre-
904hensive consideration of users’ and items’ long- and short-
905term information is crucial in Dynamic Graph Recommen-
906dation Network.

9075.4.3 Effect of Relative Order-Aware Attention

908Mechanism

909To understand the relative-order embedding, we further
910visualize the attention values of DGSR and DGSR w/o rela-
911tive-order embedding, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The results
912show that the relative-order embedding promotes the DGSR
913to focus more on interactions occurring in the recent period,
914which is beneficial for modeling sequence properties.

9155.5 The Sensitivity of Hyper-Parameters (RQ3)

916To explore the effect of explicit modeling dynamic collabo-
917rative information among user sequences on DGSR, we

TABLE 3
Performance of Compared With Different Model Variants in Terms of NGCD@10
and Hit@10 (“�” Indicates DGSR Does Not Consider the Setting of This Part)

Variants Ablation Beauty Games CDs ML-1M

Long-term Short-term NDCG@10 Hit@10 NDCG@10 Hit@10 NDCG@10 Hit@10 NDCG@10 Hit@10

DGSR-G GCN – 33.75 49.94 53.44 73.23 48.66 70.43 56.10 79.02
DGSR-R RNN – 35.23 51.44 54.70 74.73 49.57 71.22 57.12 79.45
DGSR-D DAT – 35.25 51.36 55.12 74.83 49.66 71.26 57.76 79.48

DGSR-L – Last 30.87 46.13 52.43 72.18 46.23 67.38 54.11 75.56
DGSR-A – ATT 34.76 51.00 54.30 74.32 48.78 70.09 54.89 76.23

DGSR-GL GCN Last 35.24 51.18 54.76 74.58 49.62 70.76 56.45 78.14
DGSR-RL RNN Last 35.47 51.68 54.86 74.84 50.26 71.24 57.33 78.98
DGSR-DL DAT Last 35.62 51.92 55.53 75.07 50.72 72.06 57.88 79.56

DGSR-GA GCN ATT 35.00 51.05 54.97 74.78 50.05 71.46 56.17 79.11
DGSR-RA RNN ATT 35.17 51.46 55.02 74.88 51.19 72.55 57.43 79.62
DGSR-DA DAT ATT 35.90 52.40 55.70 75.57 51.22 72.43 57.89 79.74

Fig. 3. Effect of users’ and items’ long- and short-term information (the
y-axis on the left is Hit@10 value, and the right is NGCD@10 value).
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918 study how three hyperparameters, the DGRN layer number
919 l, the order of sub-graph, and the maximum length of user
920 sequence n , affect the performance of DGSR.

921 5.5.1 Effect of DGRN Layer Numbers

922 We conduct our method with different DGRN layer number
923 l on Games and Beauty dataset. DGSR-0 represents only use
924 user embedding and last item embedding for recommenda-
925 tion. DGSR-1 represents the DGRN with one layer, indicat-
926 ing to use only intra sequence information for prediction.
927 DGSR-l (l > 1) indicates DGSR could utilize l-order user
928 sequence information to make predication. From Fig. 5, we
929 find that :

930 � Increasing the layer of DGSR is capable of promoting
931 the performance substantially. It demonstrates that
932 exploiting high-order user sequences information
933 explicitly can effectively improve recommendation
934 performance. DGSR-2 and DGSR-3 achieve the best
935 performance on Games and Beauty, respectively.
936 Because Beauty is more sparse than Games, Beauty
937 requires more layers to introduce more contextual
938 information.
939 � When further stacking propagation layer, we find
940 that the performances of DGSR-3 and DGSR-4 begin
941 to deteriorate. The reason might be that the use of far
942 more propagation layersmay lead to over smoothing,

943which is also consistent to the findings in [54]. DGSR-
9441 consistently outperforms DGSR-0 in all cases, even
945outperforms most baselines. We attribute to the
946power of the message propagation mechanism in
947dynamic graph recommendation network, which
948could effectively encode the order information in
949user sequences to extra users’ dynamic preferences
950accurately.

9515.5.2 Effect of the Sub-Graph Sampling Size

952We conduct our method with different sub-graph sampling
953size. The order of sub-graph m determines the size of the
954sampling. In particular, we search the m in the range of
955f1; 2; 3; 4g. The results in Fig. 6 show that when m is
956increased from 1 to 3, the model performance can be effec-
957tively improved. The reason is that a larger-sized sub-graph
958can provide more dynamic contextual information for each
959user sequence to assist in prediction. With the increase ofm,
960the model performance tends to be stable because of the
961limitation of the number of DGRN layers. In practice, we
962cannot blindly increase the value of m because the limita-
963tion of computing resources.

9645.5.3 Effect of the Maximum Sequence Length

965We train and test our method on the Games and Beauty
966datasets with n from 10 to 60, while keeping other optimal
967hyperparameters unchanged. Besides, to further investigate
968the benefit of explicitly utilizing the dynamic collaborative
969information, we also conduct DGSR-1 with different n.
970Fig. 7 shows the Hit@10 results. We have the following
971findings:

972� Increasing the n of DGSR from 10 to 50 consistently
973improves the performance of Games data. DGSR
974performs better on the beauty when setting n to be
97520 and 50. However, blindly increasing the n does
976not necessarily improve the performance of DGSR

Fig. 4. Attention visualization of DGSR and DGSR w/o relative-order
embedding. The first two rows represent the attention values of item
sequence that a user interacts with. The last two rows represent the
attention values of user sequence who have interacted with an item.

Fig. 5. Effect of propagation layer numbers (the y-axis on the left is
Hit@10 value, and the right is NGCD@10 value).

Fig. 6. Effect of the sub-graph sampling size (the y-axis on the left is
Hit@10 value, and the right is NGCD@10 value).

Fig. 7. Effect of the maximum length of user sequence.
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988988988988and DGSR-1. It is likely to bring noise and cause the
989 performance to attenuate.
990 � Compared with DGSR-1, DGSR performs better than
991 DGSR-1 at each value of n. To be specific, even when
992 n is set to 10, DGSR is still better than the best perfor-
993 mance of DGSR-1, which implies that explicitly uti-
994 lizing high-order contextual information of user
995 sequence can alleviate the issue of insufficient user
996 history information, thus improving the perfor-
997 mance of recommendation.

998 5.5.4 Effect of the Embedding Size

999 We further analyse the impact of different dimensionality of
1000 embeddings. Fig. 8 describes the performance of model
1001 under the embedding size from 16 to 80. We can observe
1002 that the performance of model gradually improves as the
1003 dimensionality increases. With the further increase of the
1004 dimensionality, the performance tends to be stable. This
1005 verifies the stability of our model in different dimensions.

1006 6 CONCLUSION

1007 This work explores the necessity of explicit modeling
1008 dynamic collaborative signals among different user sequen-
1009 ces in sequential recommendations. Inspired by dynamic
1010 graph neural networks, we propose a novel method, DGSR.
1011 In DGSR, all user sequences are converted into a dynamic
1012 graph, which contains the chronological order and time-
1013 stamps of user-item interactions. The key of DGSR is the
1014 well-designed Dynamic Graph Recommendation Network,
1015 which realizes the explicit encoding of the dynamic collabo-
1016 rative information among different user sequences. The
1017 next-item prediction task is finally converted into a node-
1018 link prediction of the dynamic graph so that the model can
1019 be trained end-to-end. Extensive experiments on four real-
1020 world datasets verify the effectiveness and rationality of
1021 DGSR.
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